
HOUSE No. 460
Bill accompanying the petition of Patrick E. Murray, Jr., fo:

regulation and restriction of the display of lights by mote
Roads and Bridges. January 13.

AN ACT
To regulate the Display of Lights on Motor Vehicles.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representai

in General Court assembled, and by the authority of
and House of Representatives
and by the authority of the

same, as follows

1 Section seven of chapter ve hundred and thirty-four

of the acts of the year nineteen hundred and nine is
hereby amended by insert ng after the word “ proceed-

the words:—provided, halv-
'd in the thickly settled or in
or town shall be of more than

1 ing”. in line twenty-seve

ver, that no light display
6 the business part of a city
7 four candle power read as follows:—Section 7.
8 Every motor vehic than ten horse power oper-
9 ated in or on any way sh vided with at least two

10 brakes, powerful in action h other
11 of which one brake shs iirectly on the drivir

hardf t m which are firmly connectec

ebe Commontucalti) of

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Fourteen
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13 with said wheels. Each of the two brakes shall suffice
14 alone to stop the motor vehicle within a proper distance.
15 One of the two brakes shall be so arranged as to be
16 operated with the feet: provided, however, that on auto-
-17 mobiles not exceeding ten horse power one brake shall be
18 deemed to be sufficient. Every motor cycle shall be pro-
-19 vided with at least one brake which may be operated by
20 hand. Every motor vehicle so operated shall be provided
21 with a muffler or other suitable contrivance to prevent
22 unnecessary noise and with a suitable bell, horn or other
23 means of signalling, and with suitable lamps; and shall
24 be provided with a lock, a rachet brake which can be set,
25 a key or other contrivance to prevent such vehicle from
26 being set in motion by unauthorized persons, or otherwise,
27 contrary to the will of the owner or person in charge
28 thereof. Every automobile operated during the period
29 from one half an hour after sunset to one half an hour
0 before sunrise shall display at least two white lights, and
1 everv motor cycle so operated at least one white light,

32 which shall be visible not less than two hundred feet in
33 the direction toward which the vehicle is proceeding;
34 provided, hoivever, that no light displayed in the thickly
35 settled or in the business part of a city or town shall be
36 of more than four candle power; and every such motor.
37 vehicle shall display at least one red light in the reverse
38 direction. Every automobile so operated shall have a
39 rear light so placed as to show a red light from behind
40 and a white light so arranged as to illuminate and not
41 obscure the rear register number.


